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Abstract
The set-up and testa of an electron spectrometer for in-beaa conver
sion electron aeasureaents are described. A superconducting solenoid is
used to transport the electrons fron the target to cooled Si(Li) detec
tors. The solenoid is designed to produce either a homogeneous axially
sysawtric field of up to 2 Tesla or a variety of field profiles by
powering the inner and outer set of coils of the solenoid separately.
The electron

trajectories

discussed. In-beam

resulting

for various

field profiles are

leetron spectra taken in coincidence with electrons,

ganmas and alpha-particles are shown.
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I.

lat reduction
Conversion electron spectroscopy is sn iaportsot aetbod to deter-

•ine oultipoisrities

of

y-transitions.

In sos» cases of lov-energy

and/or high aultlpolsrity trsnsitions in heavy nuclei it can even be the
only aethod to detect these trsnsitions. In "in-beaa" aeasureaents st
accelerators, however, the huge background of low-energy 6-electrons,
which is produced when the beaa hits the target, aakes the application
oi this aethod difficult. Usually only electrons above -150 keV can be
aeasured proapt with respect to the beaa bursts of the accelerator. In
the lower energy region, however, in aany cases lifetiaes of the deexciting states make it possible to discriainate electronically or by recoilshadow aethods against the prompt 6-electronsSeveral

different

types

of

fl-spectrometers

have

been used for

in-beam studies. In the spectrometers which magnetically focus electrons
of definite energy onto a detector the field has to bt stepped over the
whole range of interest and measurements of conversion electron spectra
can be quite time consuming. This disadvantage is avoided in spectro
meters which use the magnetic field only to transport the electrons from
the target to a detector which has to have good energy resolution for
electrons. The discrimination against the low-energy 6-electrons can be
achieved by baffle systems and/or by the applied magnetic field.
In this paper we describe the set-up of a spectrometer of the
litter type. In principle our apparatus is similar to earlier spectro1.4
meters described in refs.
. However, it is the first system of this
type in which a superconducting solenoid
transporting

field

for

is applied to produce the

the electrons. In our spectrometer there is

sufficient room between target and detector to reduce the background of
y-rays and neutrons produced in the nuclear reactions. It allows the
measurement of electron -electron and y-electron coincidences with high
efficiency.
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The speet roueter was developed

in a collaboration between the

University of Bonn and the HMI-Berlin. It was built and tested at the
Bonn cyclotron, and is now installed on a beast line of the VICKS1 accele
rator facility of tbe IIHI. Nearly identical system» have been installed
by a group at LLHl, Los Alamos, and at tbe cyclotron of the KFA, Jlillcb.
In chapter 2 a description of tbe spectrometer is given and the
cooling properties of the superconducting solenoid are discussed. The
motion of electrons exposed to various magnetic field profiles is studied
in chapter 3. In chapter 4 examples of results obtained in e"-e", e"-y
and e -a coincidence measurements are given.

2.

Description of the spectrometer
The 0-spectrometer, as mounted on a VICKSI beam line, is shown in

fig. 1. In the following we will limit the discussion on the most impor
tant aspects characterizing the present construction.
The superconducting solenoid was manufactured by Cryogenic Consul
tants Ltd., London. A sectional view of the solenoid with the liquid
helium (£He) reservoir is shown in fig. 2. The cylindrical vacuum chamber,
in which electrons spiral along the magnetic field lines perpendicular
to the beam direction has an inner diameter of 85 mm and a length of 650
mm. The l-He vessel mounted above the coils has a capacity of 3 i .

The

helium cooled sections are surrounded by a JJN„ radiation shield (not
shown in fig. 2) placed in the cryo-vacuum. The vacuum space for the
target and the detectors is separated from the cryo-vacuum. Therefore
one can freely worn on the experimental set up while the magnet coils
are cold.
Temperatures at different locations of the cryostat can be monitored
during the cooling process and during the experiment. Two thermometers
are connected

to the 2N. shield. Since the shield reduces the heat

radiation, its temperature influences the He evaporation.

3
Tneraoaeter* are also connected to the parts of the spectroseter
cooled by bellua : one is mounted in toe Be reservoir (R), one at the
long aide (L) and one at the abort side (S) of the solenoid. Fig. 3
displays the teaperatures at these positions ss a function of the cooling
tiae. The He transfers were performed with a pressure of -0.2 bar. The
abort side is cooled by heat conduction to the long side, and thus
experiences the slowest cooling rate. It takes about six hours to cool
from rooa teaperature to 4.2 °K.
The amount of IHe in the reaervoir is aeaaured with a helium level
gauge. The £He holding time is ~7 h with field and ~9 b without field.
If the aagnets are switching froa a superconducting to a normal state
during operation (quenching) all £He is blown out. After quenching the
temperature is around 30 °K and a new £He transfer is required. Typically,
for a beam tiae of several days the £He consumption amounts to ~100
liters.
The superconducting magnets (NbTi multicore filaments) consist of
outer and inner coil pairs (see fig. 2 ) . Each pair can be powered sepa
rately resulting in a variety of field profiles. Fig. 4 displays the
axial magnetic field measured with a Hall probe on the axis of the
solenoid. The measurements were performed with the maximum current of 62
A in the outer (upper part), the inner (middle part) and in both coil
pairs (lower part). In the latter case an almost homogeneous field
(AB/B § 3J) f 2T was obtained over a range of 500 mm. The coil arrange
0

ment is assymmetric with respect to the target position. The length of
the short side allows for instance to insert a Ge detector to measure
v-rays and provides easy access to the target area, while the long side
is optimized for measuring electrons.
The 2N- cooled Si(Li) electron detectors are mounted on cold fingers
which are attached to Jffl, dewars (see fig. 2 ) . Long bellows permit to

*
position the detectors at the appropriate distance fro* the target or to
withdraw the detectors and disconnect the detector aod target chamber
vacuus.
The Si(Li) detectors uaed in the flrat experiments have an active
2
area of 300 mm and a sensitive depth of 2 • (Manufactured by Scblumberger). The surface of the detectors can easily be damaged by aaall
amounts of oil and other deposits. Therefore, the main chamber inaide
the solenoid is evacuated by a cryo-pump to ensure a clean and good
vacuum.
The Si (Li) detectors are kept at room temperature when not in use.
Immediately before cooling, they are pumped with the cryo-pump. In this
way the surface of the Si (Li) detectors are to some extent cleaned
before the cooling process starts. About 3 h after the dewar is filled
with JEN,, high voltage can be applied. Our Si(Li) detectors have gone
through several cycles of cooling and warming in the past two years and
so far no deterioration is observed. The Si(Li) detectors were found to
work well in the magnetic field: At the highest field of

B = 2 T

the

resolution was reduced only by 20%.
On the short side the Si(Li) detector can be replaced by å longnosed
Ge detector to measure y-rays from the target. This is a very efficient
set-up for measuring coincidences between y-rays and electrons, which
are detected

on

the long side. Tests with various Ge(Li) detectors

revealed problems with Penning effects. The behaviour of a n-type Ge
counter (ORTEC gamma-X) specially designed for magnetic fields is shown
in fig. 5. Still, in this case the resolution (FWHM and FWTM) is impaired
by the magnetic field.
Fig. 6 displays a cross section perpendicular to the solenoid axis.
The vacuum chamber has three rectangular windows around the target; each
of 30 ran width and 230 am length.At the lower window the target sluice

i

is Mounted. Uslag a va W e and separate puaping facllttlea targets cao be
changed without breaking the sain vacuus. The sluice including target-rod
and target can be moved in the direction of the beaa by remote control
over a distance of 20 mm for recoil-distance measurements.
On its way through the solenoid the Incident beaa will be deflected
by the magnetic field. Fortunately, the deflection in the fringe fields
outside the «agnet compensates the deflection caused by the field in the
inside. Hence, the position of the beaa on the target does not change
appreciably when the field is varied; »t illustrated in fig. 6. However,
the angle at which the beaa hits the target does depend on the magnitude
of the field. This angle is iaportant in recoil-shadow measurements
and the solenoid can therefore be tilted by ±30

around its syaaetry

axis. The spectrometer mount also provides for an adjustment of its
height. A flexible connection to the beam line allows both movements. As
the electron spectrometer is mainly used for heavy-ion beams tbe beam is
dumped directly in a lead Faraday cup situated behind the target. The
heavy ion beam may show a wide distribution of charge states after
passing the target and spreads out in the magnetic field. By appropri
ately tilting the spectrometer the bulk of the beam is guided into the
Faraday cup.

3.

Field profiles and electron orbits
The separate operation of the two coil pairs makes it possible to

choose field profiles appropriate for each experimental set-up. In the
following, we will describe the motion of electrons for three types of
profiles and discuss the parameters of experimental relevance.
In a homogeneous field the electrons move on helical paths with a
constant velocity component

v = Ivl eos6
z
' '

(1)
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aloof the symmetry axis of the solenoid (fur syabols, tec fig. 7).
The orbital radius is given by

P = (<Bp) /B) cotS .

(2)

E

The Bp-value for electrons with kinetic energy

E

reads approximately

2

(BpJ = 0.333412(«c )E + Z ]** ,
2

(3)

E

where

Bp

and

E

are expressed in units of Tesla x cat and HeV, respec

tively. Homogeneous fields have been successfully used in the so-called
lens node and recoil shadow method and have been extensively discussed
4)
in ref. . The lens mode has been developed and used for an identical
spectrometer by a group at LLNL

, and will not be discussed further in

this article.
For fields with more complicated profiles (as e.g. shown in figs. 8
and 9) the electron trajectories have to be calculated by numerical
integration. In this work we have used a computer code

which calcu

lates the magnetic field from the geometry of the coils and the current
and

integrates

the equations

of motion. For many

applications the

adiabatic approximation is sufficient to describe the electron motion by
the following formulas which relate the average orbit parameters at two
different positions along the symmetry axis

_ sinSj _ p. _

h

(

=

W

8, p and

r

=

=

^

iiné^ pf rj •

W

are the angle with the symmetry axis, the radius of the

orbit, and the distance of the spiral from the symmetry axis, respect
ively.
When the current in the inner coils exceeds the current in the
outer pair of coils (I.
> I „ ) a bump appears in the field profile
inner
outer
*v
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at the target position (j » 0). This situation is shown in fig. S where
2I

'inner * outer *

6 J

A

"

T h e

f l

*

u r e

electron leaving the target

l n c l u d e B

(z = 0)

t o e

t™Jectory of • 100 keV

at r * 0.5 ca

and with

0 = 25°.

On its way froa target to detector (z -35 ca) the electron experiences
about 70 revolutions with orbital diaaeters ranging froa 0.5 aa (z » 0)
to 0.7 a» (z ~35 ca).

It is interesting to notice that the electron

spirals gradually to a larger distance

r

froa the syaaetry z-axis.

Here, the electron roughly follows the field lines which are diverging
with decreasing field. If

I

i n n e

»

I

i- aight happen that

o u t

r

becoaes larger than the radius of the detector (1 ca) and the electron
thereby escapes detection.
The type of field profile shown in fig. 8 makes the notion of the
electrons more forward directed with increasing

z. Using eq. (4) with

Bj(z = 0) ~ 1.6 B-(z ~ 35 cm) electrons starting at 8, ~ 90°
detector with

hit the

8. ~ 52 . This reduces the number of backscattered elec

trons from 65% to 48% according to the estimates of Waldschmidt and
Wittig

. The probability of depositing full energy is further increased

by the fact that some of the backscattered electrons will be reflected
into the detector by the rising field. Clearly for this field shape both
detectors have a solid angle of ~2n.
Another interesting consequence of eq. (4) is the magnetic mirror
effect. For

8, = 90°

the electron will no longer move towards the

detector. This situation occurs for an initial angle

8

refl

=

%

a«sin[(B /B ) ] .
1

B^

given by

(5)

2

Figure 9 displays a field profile with a dip_ in the center. Here,
electrons will be reflected for initial angles
distance of

z = 21 cm

6. > 8

«^ = 33

at a

from the target. For 8j = 55° e.g. the trapped

electrons will spiral in between z = -7 cm

and

+7 cm and slowly drift

off in radial direction. The mirror effect can be applied to discriminate

8

certain initial angle* and thereby obtain information about the angular
distribution.
The calculated electron trajectory of fig. 9 abowa that the overage
distance

to

the syaaetry «-axis decreases with

increasing

z. This

feature can be utilized aa a focusing •echanlsa in cases where the
electrons are eaitted far away fro» the z-axis.

4.

Measurements
The in-beam performance of the spectroaeter was tested i.i several

nuclear reactions using various field profiles and baffle systems. The
results from some experiments have already been reported.
Delayed

e -e" coincidences were measured for several Hg isotopes

using (a,4n) and ( N,5n) reactions. Fig. 10 illustrates the experimental
set-up where two semicylindrical baffles were used. The evaporation
residues recoiled out of the thin target which was placed ~2 mm behind
the edge of the baffles. The magnetic field was chosen high (B = 1.4 T)
in the target area resulting in electron orbit radii (eq. (2)) of e.g.
p(20 keV) = 0.34 mm

and

p(20U keV) = 1.2 mm. Hence, the baffle system

could discriminate effectively against prompt electrons, in particular
against

6-electrons.

Since

only conversion electrons from recoiling

nuclei could be detected, the spectra were almost background free as is
evident in fig. 11. For the chosen set-up (fig. 10) both the
(52 keV) as well as the

12

•» 10

8" -» 7" (228 keV) transitions are detected with

high coincidence efficiency despite their different lifetimes (T, = 8.1(5)ns
8 9)
and 0.912(30) ns, respectively, see refs. ' ' ) . Further details on this
e -e

coincidence experiment are given elsewhere

. Other examples of

the use of the spectrometer in thii configuration are presented in a
study of the

2 0 3

>

2 0 5

B i isotopes

115

and of the

2 1 5

125

F r nucleus .

An example for conversion electron X-ray coincidences in the B-decay
of

2 1 3

Ra

is shown in fig. 12. The nucleus

2 1 3

Ra

has a 20% K capture

9

branch to " F r and a half-life ot
3

Pb(

C,4n)

T, • 2.7 a. It was produced by the

Ra reaction. The reaction products recoiled out of the
2

thin target and were stopped in 500 pg/ca carbon foils. The foils were
transported by a belt into the spectroaeter for the aeasureaents. A Si(Li)
detector for electrons on the long side and a gaaaa-X-ray counter for
Y-rays about 3 ca froa the foils on the short side were used. The
X-ray

coincidences

e~-

occur predominantly with the X-ray eaitted as a

consequence of a K-converted traasition. Therefore, mainly K-conversion
lines of francium nuclei <ire seen in the coincident electron spectrum.
This simplifies, the spectrum so that it may be compared to a y-spectrum
trom a chemically separated source. A further advantage is the absence
of the Compton continuum in the spectra. Particularly in decay studies
conversion

electrons

are

important

to determine multipolarities
ra

transitions, since angular correlation measurements of Y " y

s

a r e

of

very

tedious.
Finally fig. 13 shows a-e -coincidences in the decay of

Ac".

209
This isomer was produced -n a thin
Bi target inside the spectrometer,
located 3 cm in front of the symmetry axis, by the

209
12
Bi( C,4n) reaction.

Shadows-baffles prevented electrons from the target to reach the Si(Li)detectors on both sides of the solenoid. The actinium nuclei lef*. the
target and were stopped in a thin aluminium foil on the spectrometer
axis, while the bulk of the beam passed through a hole in this catcher
foil. The foil was also viewed by two or-detectors at ±135

to the beam

with a solid angle of ~0.4 sr. As is evident from the decay scheme shown
in fig. 13, electrons which

are delayed with respect to the pulsed beam

and followed by a coincident o-particle from th? very fast Of-decay of
the ground state, have to be emitted in the decay of

Ac . These

transitions are seen in fig. 13. This spectrum and simultaneously measured
e -e -coincidences

gave the information on the highly converted low

10

energy transitions which was lacking f roa y-ray spectroscopy «od was
needed to establish the decay scheme.
In the experiments described above we have used tbe spectrometer in
the broad

range mode for coincidence studies of delayed conversion

electrons. It is particularly useful in this mode of opeartion due to
the large solid angle and since the whole energy range is measured at
once. The overall time resolution in e*-e"-coincidences with a treshold
of 30 keV is At(FVHH) = 100 to 200 ns. Tbe prompt «-electrons from the
target were always prevented from reaching the detectors by shadows. Two
short trials to measure prompt electrons have not been successful due to
the very strong 6-electron background with heavy ion beams. For this
type of application schemes as used by Coerlacb et al

can and have to

be used here too.

5.

Advantages and disadvantages of the superconducting solenoid
The advantages of this superconducting solenoid is that one reaches

3 to A times the magnetic field of a normal conducting version. There
fore, the electron orbit radii can be kept snail compared to tbe detector
radius for the energy range of interest (£ 2 HeV), and the detection
efficiency is practically independent of energy. In the recoil shadow
mode shorter lifetimes can be measured as the limit is determined by
p/v , where v

is the velocity of the recoiling nucleus. The main

benefit is, however, that the field can vary by a factor of 5 or even 10
between the target and the detector and still be large enough at its
minimum. In other words we can select the field strength at the target
and ?t the detector (by its position) and the general field shape quite
independent of each other. Thereby we can e.g. limit the acceptance in
angle by the mirror effect to reduce line broadening due to Doppler
shifts, if the electrons are emitted by nuclei in flight. Simultaneously

II

the path le»»»h of these nuclei fron which elert root reach the detector
can be adjusted as required. The increased space around the target aakes
it possible to install e.g. additional detectors with ease adding auch
to thi> possibilities of the instrument.
The use of the equipment is about aa convenient at for a normal
conducting version. Quenching of the superconducting coils is rare due
to the conservative deaign. In general one only has to expect one quench
after aoving the spectrometer and it then takes about fc hour to get back
into operation. The inconvenience of handling liquid nitrogen and heliua
balance* that of high power with a big supply, thick cables and cooling
water hoaes. The running costs are also coapsrable. The tie* for cooling
down of approxiaately one working day and the need to refill liquid
heliua, due to the snail reservoir, every 8 hours are soaewbat cuabersone.
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Figure caption!

Fig. 1

The p-tpectroaeter installed at a beaa line at the Hahn-MeltnerInatitut. Berlin.

Fig. 2

The superconducting soleaold with CHe reservoir and one Si(Li)
electron detector.

Fig. 3

The temperature aa

function of tiae during the cooling with

liquid nitrogen (upper curve*) ?nd liquid heliua (lower curves).

Fig. 4

Magnetic fields measured along the solenoid axis with a current
of 62A in the outer, inner and both coil pairs.

Fig. 5

The resolution at 1.3 MeV fray
Ge detector as

Fig. 6

Cross-section of the spectrometer mounted at the beam line; it
is tilted by 20

Fig. 7

in order to compensate for the beam bending.

The coordinates describing an electron with velocity vector
at an angle

6

v

to the solenoid symmetry z-axis. The distance

to the z-axis is denoted by

Fig. 8

energy for a y-X-ray (ORTEC)

function of external magnetic field.

r.

The motion of a 100 keV electron in the long side of the
solenoid starting with

z = 0, r = 0.5 cm

and

8 = 25 . The

electron is exposed to a field obtained with 62A and 31A in
the inner and outer coil pairs, respectively.

Fig. 9

The motion of a 100 keV electron starting at
and

z = 0 , r=0.5cm

8 = 20°. The field is produced with 62A in the outer coil

pair.
Fig. 10

Set-up used in the delayed

e"-e

coincidence experiment.

Evaporation residues were allowed to recoil out of the thin
target which was placed behind the baffles in order to dis
criminate against prompt electrons.

u
Fig. II

Electron-electron coincidence spectra of
with g*tes on
the S* * 1~ (upper part), the 7* * 5* (silddle part) and the
10* * 8* transitions (lower part) Jrei. ').
10

K-conversion electrons in coincidence with K
X-rays fro»
franciua in the
Ra S
K
decay. Mote that only K-lines
appear in the spectrua.
2 1 3

Fig. 12

c 2 I 3

r

Conversion electrons in coincidence with a-particles of
E = 9.65 tteV fron the T j = 69(4) ns decay of the
Ac
ground state.
2 1 7

Fig. 13
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